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ABSTRACT 
 
As part of the development process for new stamping dies, in the automotive sheet metal forming (SMF) 
industry, the majority of all forming operations are simulated with the Finite Element Method (FEM) 
before the dies are manufactured. Today, these simulations are conducted with rigid tools under the 
assumption that there are no tool deformations. However, research shows that tool deformations have 
an influence on the finished product. In real production these deformations are compensated by manual 
rework during the try-out. Additional reason for simulating with rigid dies is that there are non-existing 
simulation methods elaborated for elastic stamping dies. Also, simulation of elastic tools requires high 
computational power.  
 
Since simulations today are performed with rigid stamping dies the purpose of this work is to investigate 
the conditions of how to conduct SMF-simulations with elastic stamping dies. The object that will be 
studied is a stamping die for a Volvo XC90 inner door used in a single-action press. This work is part 
of the development to minimize the manual rework, with the goal to compensate for tool deformations 
in a virtual environment. 
 
Results for rigid stamping dies in LS-Dyna was compared to currently used AutoForm as a pre-study. 
A simple model was then created to find a suitable method while using elastic stamping dies. The 
developed method was used for an industrial size stamping die.  
 
Since there are little amount of research performed on simulations using elastic stamping dies, elasticity 
and complexity were gradually introduced into the FE-model. As a first step, only the punch was 
included as an elastic solid. Secondly, the die was added. Finally, the entire die was simulated as elastic 
together with the hydraulic cushion of the press. When the FE-model worked as expected a suitable 
method for minimizing the simulation time with acceptable results was studied.  
 
Comparisons of measured- and simulation results show a high correlation. To improve the results from 
the FE-model factors such as press deformations, advanced friction models, etc. should be included. 
 
Conclusions from this work shows that it is possible to perform SMF-simulations with elastic stamping 
dies. As the computational time normally is high this work also presents a method first step to reduce 
the computational time with acceptable results. Comparisons between simulations with rigid and elastic 
stamping dies proves that there are significant differences in the outcome of the two methods. 
 
Keywords: 
Elastic Stamping Dies, FEA, LS-Dyna, Sheet Metal Forming, Structural Analysis 
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SAMMANFATTNING 
 
Som en del i utvecklingsprocessen för att ta fram nya pressverktyg i plåtformningsindustrin av 
bilkomponenter utförs simuleringar innan verktyget tillverkas. Simuleringarna utförs med hjälp av 
Finita Element Metoden (FEM). Idag utförs simuleringarna med stela pressverktyg med antagande att 
det inte finns deformationer i verktyget. Forskning visar dock att deformation existerar vilket avgör 
slutresultatet av plåten. Idag kompenseras dessa deformationer genom inprovning och manuellt 
omarbetas. Industriellt finns ingen utarbetad metod för att simulera med elastiska verktyg då det kräver 
stor beräkningskraft. 
 
Eftersom nuvarande simuleringar utförs med stela verktyg är syftet med detta arbete att undersöka 
förutsättningarna kring plåtformningssimuleringar med elastiska pressverktyg. Verktyget som studeras 
används i en enkelverkande press och tillverkar främre innerdörr på en Volvo XC90. Detta arbete är ett 
led i utvecklingen mot att minimera de manuella omarbetat, där målet är att kompensera 
verktygsdeformationer virtuellt. 
 
Resultatet från simuleringar med stela verktyg i LS-Dyna jämförs med AutoForm som en förstudie. En 
enkel geometri studerades sedan för att hitta en lämplig metod för elastiska verktyg. 
Utvecklingsmetoden användes sedan på ett fullskaligt industriellt verktyg. 
 
Eftersom det saknas djupgående forskning kring elastiska verktyg så skapades FE-modellen stegvis 
elastiskt och mer komplex. Som första steg modellerades endast stämpeln elastisk och därefter även 
dynan. Avslutningsvis modellerades hela verktyget elastiskt tillsammans med den hydrauliska kudden 
från pressen. När FE-modellen fungerade som förväntat studerades möjligheterna att reducera 
simuleringstiden och samtidigt uppnå acceptabla resultat. 
 
Jämförelser mellan simuleringsresultat och mätningar visar hög korrelation. För bättre överenstämmelse 
bör FE-modellen inkludera faktorer som pressens deformation, en friktions modell m.m. 
 
Slutsatser från arbetet visar på möjligheten att utföra en plåtformningssimulering med elastiska verktyg. 
Eftersom simuleringstiden är hög med elastiska verktyg visar även detta arbete ett första steg mot att 
reducera tiden och ändå uppnå acceptabelt resultat. Jämförelser mellan simulering med stela och 
elastiska verktyg bevisar att resultaten skiljer sig markant mellan de två metoderna.  
 
Nyckelord: 
Elastiska pressverktyg, FEA, LS-Dyna, Plåtformningssimulering, Strukturanalys 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 
Sheet metal forming (SMF) is a well-established metalworking process where sheets of metal is formed 
into complex geometrical shapes. The sheets are formed into shapes representing e.g. a sink, car body 
components, airplane wings etc. [1]. 
 
Volvo Cars Body Component (VCBC) is located in Olofström, Sweden and are manufacturing body 
components for cars. They are responsible for all SMF within Volvo Car Group and the development of 
new stamping dies. 
 
Today VCBC receive a Computer-Aided Design (CAD) geometry from Gothenburg of the car part. 
Before manufacturing the stamping dies, a configuration for a SMF-simulation with rigid dies is done 
with the FE-code AutoForm. The stamping dies are delivered to VCBC as a cast structure. As first step 
the structure is processed with High Speed Machining (HSM) and Computer-Aided Manufacturing 
(CAM). In the next step, the stamping die is processed with different type of grinding methods to obtain 
a smooth forming surface. 
 
Thereafter, the spotting method is used to visualize the pressure distribution in the stamping die for a 
forming process. The method consists of painting all contact surfaces with blue colour after a forming 
operation for a selected forming stage. Finally, the press is closed and opened again with the painted 
blank. When the spotting is finished a visual inspection of the painted surfaces is conducted. Figure 1.1 
illustrates a painted blank during try-out. Surfaces with intact colour corresponds to low or none contact, 
surfaces with less colour means surfaces in contact. 
 

 

Figure 1.1: Physical spotting for blank during the try-out process[2]. 
 
In the next step of the development according to Figure 1.2, manual rework of the stamping die is 
performed. During the manual rework material is added and removed to get correct pressure distribution 
and to compensate for die and press deformations. This rework is done by applying methods as welding, 
milling and grinding. The manual rework of stamping die is both costly and time consuming. 
Some research has found that approximately 350-500 hours of manual work is needed for finishing a 
stamping die so that required results are obtained [3]. 
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Figure 1.2: Development and manufacturing flow for a die [2]. 

 
Today’s simulations do not include deformations of the stamping dies and the press. The tools are 
simulated as rigid with a perfect press stroke and where deformations of the whole press is neglected. 
To minimize the manual rework a better interpretation of the reality is needed as presented in Figure 
1.3. These improved simulations must include deformations of the whole press which has to be 
measured. Also, the dies must be simulated as elastic to be deformable. 

 
Figure 1.3: Sketch of a simplified procedure for the behaviour of elastic die and 

press structure during SMF [2]. 

1.2 Aim and Objective 
The main contribution of this work will be to get a better understanding and verification of how a  
SMF-simulation using complete elastic stamping dies will be configured. This work will also prove that 
it is possible to create a SMF-simulation using a complete elastic stamping die for a Volvo XC90 inner 
door. Previously in the industry, no application of a full-size elastic stamping die has used for a 
SMF-simulation.  
 
The aim for this thesis work is to get a better understanding of how a stamping die continuous deforms 
during a forming operation for a Volvo XC90 inner front door. The process will be done in a Finite 
Element (FE)-environment for a complete forming operation. The FE-model will contain all relevant 
components in the stamping die. An overall goal at Volvo Cars is to reduce lead time for an entire car 
project. To reach this goal one part is to gain deeper knowledge in SMF. Today the body components 
manufactured will have a certain failure-rate. These failures results in e.g. cracks and wrinkles in the 
sheet metal and lead to parts that must be scrapped and sorted as waste. In general, this investigation is 
relevant since in the industrial sectors SMF is commonly used, where the struggle for reduced lead time 
always exists. To reach the main goal of this project, where the deformations of the inner door die is 
focus, a complete elastic stamping die is modelled and analysed in LS-Dyna. An additional goal is to 
compare simulations in LS-Dyna with elastic dies structures to simulations of rigid dies done in 
AutoForm which is currently used at VCBC. 
  

Initial Design Compensation in 
CAD Software Die Manufacturing Manual rework Final Design 

Virtual Die (CAD and FEM) Physical Die 
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1.3 Thesis questions 
 Is it possible to model a forming operation of a Volvo XC90 inner door using elastic stamping 

dies? 
 What can a suitable setup be of a SMF simulations combined with structural analysis so that 

continuous die deformations can be included? 
 Can predicted major strain results from a forming simulation with scanned stamping die surfaces 

correspond to major strain measurements of a blank used in production? 
 Can a SMF-operation be simulated with low computational time and acceptable results using 

complete elastic stamping die? 

1.4 Delimitations 
This thesis work will not consider following listed points: 

 The modelling of CAD geometry for the stamping die will not be conducted. 
 No financial aspects will be studied. 
 No measurement will be done in this work but results from measurement done in production 

will be provided by VCBC. 
 The global deformations of the whole press will not be considered which implies that tilting and 

deformations for the press table is neglected. Only local deformations will be considered since 
only hydraulic cushion is included. 

 This thesis work will not study stamping dies for other car models or other car components for 
a Volvo XC90. 

 No mesh convergence analysis will be conducted. 
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2 THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

2.1 Sheet metal forming 
Forming is a method where an object is plastically deformed into a new shape while keeping the mass 
and material cohesion of the object. The original shape of the object is modified by forming it into a 
controlled geometry. The process is a chip less or non-material removal procedure. As forming consists 
of several techniques it is categorized according to dependency on the main direction of applied stress 
[4, pp. 5–32]: 

 Forming under compressive conditions 
 Forming under combined tensile and compressive conditions 
 Forming under tensile conditions 
 Forming by bending 
 Forming under shear conditions 

Deep drawing which is a subcategory to forming under compressive and tensile conditions according 
to DIN 8584. In Figure 2.1 a simple deep draw is presented. In general, the blank is transformed into 
the die by the punch and a blank holder is forcing the blank against the die. The blank holder has the 
function to prevent wrinkles. This study will be conducted in deep drawing under compressive and 
tensile conditions. 

 
Figure 2.1: Schematic sketch of deep drawing. The setup contains blank holder, blank, punch and die. 

2.2 Deep drawing process 
The main idea of deep drawing is to form a blank over a draw punch and in into a female die. The blank 
is clamped with force, against the die by a blank holder preventing the blank to wrinkle at the flange. 
The complete tool setup is called stamping die and consists of die, punch and blank holder. The forming 
process can be categorized into two different procedures, double-action press and single-action press. 
For an ideal forming process, the thickness of the blank remains unchanged as the surface area increase. 
By changing the pressure of the blank holder, the material-flow can be controlled so that no material 
leaves the flange and continuous into the die. Also, to control the material-flow of the blank draw beads 
are used for optimal behaviour of the blank. 

Die 

Blank 

Blank holder 

Punch 
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Figure 2.2: Schematic configuration of a double-action press. During the forming operation the blank 

holder clamps the blank towards the die, while the punch deforms the sheet into the die. 
 
For a double-action drawing process Figure 2.2 the blank is placed on the die and fixed by pushing the 
blank holder against the blank and die. Later the punch descends from above and forcing the blank into 
the die. This enables the blank to be formed to its finale shape. 

 
Figure 2.3: Schematic configuration of a single-action press. For this operation the die descends from 

above and forming the blank over the stationary punch. 
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In single-action drawing Figure 2.3 the blank is placed onto the blank holder and kept in place using 
wear plates. Later does the die descend and clamps the blank between die and blank holder. This 
movement continuous towards the stationary punch while blank holder pushes against the die with a 
counteracting blank holder force. The blank is drawn over the punch and into the die and form the blank 
[4, pp. 156–161]. Thus study will only analyse a single-action process. 

2.3 Finite Element Method 
The basic idea of Finite Element Method (FEM) is to discretize a geometry described by a differential 
equation into nodes and elements. Before the FE-formulation can be established in a so called “weak 
form”, a “strong form” must to be determined. The strong form is described by the differential equation 
as a mathematically statement. 
 

 
Figure 2.4: Schematic illustration of one-dimensional heat flow wire discretized into nodes and 

elements. This figure is used in the example below. 
 
One example to illustrate this procedure are one-dimensional heat flow. First the strong form is 
established and is described by: 

𝑑

𝑑𝑥
(𝐾

𝑑𝑇

𝑑𝑥
) = −𝑄, 0 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 𝐿   (2.1) 

Using integration by parts the weak form is obtained: 
∫ [

𝑤𝑖

𝑑𝑥
(𝐾

𝑑𝑇

𝑑𝑥
)] 𝑑𝑥 = [𝑤𝑖𝑞]0

𝑥𝐿𝑥𝐿

0
+ ∫ 𝑤𝑖𝑄𝑑𝑥

𝑥𝐿

0
   (2.2) 

Where variable 𝑞 is the temperature flow over the whole domain: 
𝑞 = −𝐾

𝑑𝑇

𝑑𝑥
    (2.3) 

The element between the nodes over the domain is described by a so-called shape functions which 
approximate the shape in between the nodes. The accuracy of the shapes depends on the order for the 
shape functions. 
 
By using the Galerkin method, “weighted residual method”, where the Residual is set as the Weight 
function. The temperature distribution, �̂� of the domain can be numerically solved for following 
equation system (2.4). The system is solved by first applying the boundary conditions. 
 

[𝐾]{�̂�} = {𝑘𝑢} + {𝑞}   (2.4) 

2.4 Autodesk Inventor Professional  
Autodesk Inventor Professional 2018 is a Three Dimensional (3D) CAD-program specialized to 
generate digital solid geometries of mechanical systems, documentation and simulation. The models are 
based on generated individual parts and later assembled into an assembly. In the assembly, interactions 
between the parts are defined. For each individual part the geometry is modelled in a CAD-file. As the 
geometry is defined the content can be exported into a uniform Geometry file format (.stp-format). These 
uniform geometry files can later be imported to other software’s and generate a FE-formulation of the 
prototype [5]. 
  

x 

xL dx 
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2.5 Dassault Systèms CATIA V5 
Dassault Systèms CATIA is a software designed for generate shape and functionality of 3D geometries 
in a CAD/CAM/CAE-environment. The development of the software was originally focused for 
manufacturing and design of airplanes. CATIA is used worldwide by car and airplane manufacturers. 
By exporting the CAD-models generated in the software to .stp-format FE-formulations can be created 
from the geometry [6]. 

2.6 LS-Dyna 
LS-Dyna software is a Multiphysics solver containing a package of pre-processor (LS-PrePost), solver 
(LS-Run) and post- processor (LS-Post). The package enables the user to create a FE-model, solve the 
model by simulation and analyse the results. The program is useful when solving problems containing 
non-linearity, large deformations and fast systems as e.g. explosions. It is a common used program for 
crash simulations of cars and contains a wide verity of pre-created tools when modelling e.g. airbags, 
seatbelts and impact positioning [7]. 

2.7 AutoForm Simulation software 
AutoForm software is a specialized FE-formulation software for die-making and SMF. The software 
package of AutoForm offers a complete system build with functions to analyse, review and optimize 
every stage of a forming process. Many car manufacturers use AutoForm when simulating different 
forming operations of car body parts [1]. Simulations for a forming process using AutoForm is done 
with the assumption of rigid tools [8]. 

 
Figure 2.5: AutoForm-DieDesignerplus collected from AutoForm official website [9]. 

2.8 GOM software package 
GOM software package are a program-portfolio for analysis of 3D measurement with the ability of 
mapping results created in different Finite Element Analysis (FEA) programs. The portfolio contains 
several applications created for different industrial segments, where SMF is one. GOM is useful when, 
e.g., comparing deviation in displacement between a measurement and a simulation. GOM can also be 
used when comparing strains in a sheet metal blank collected from simulations and measurements [10]. 

2.9 MathWorks MATLAB 
MATLAB is a programming language which can been used for analysing data, developing algorithms 
and creating models. Additional toolboxes are offered to the software. Some of these toolboxes are 
customized for solving optimization problem, signal processing and control theory [11]. 
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3 RELATED WORK 
In SMF, deformations of the press and stamping dies occurs while a forming process is conducted. These 
deformations are separated as global and local. The global deformations refer to deformation of the bed-
plate, slide and forming tools and the local deformations associate to the forming tool surface. In a 
research project, conducted by R.A. Lingbeek, a comparison of a forming process using both rigid and 
elastic dies for a very simple geometry is done. The simulations were conducted in a FE-environment 
using ABAQUS as software. This work do also describe and analyse virtual rework for a die. 
Conclusions from this work show that there are deformations in the die. It is also found that these 
deformations are a combination of global and local. Lingbeek’s research project has also studied the 
effect of spring-back of the blank as the forming tools are opened [3]. 
 
As the computational cost increases with more advanced geometries when comparing rigid and elastic 
models the traditional way is to simulate a forming process with rigid surfaces. This is studied by Chen 
et al [12] where a suggested method of how to implement a deformation algorithm between different 
software’s. First a simulation with rigid dies is conducted from which relevant information is extracted. 
Contains e.g. reactions forces. The information is then imported into a model containing an elastic solid. 
From the elastic structure deformations are extracted at specific areas. In this work, only the forming 
tools was included and not deformations of the press. As the tool deformations are one of the dominant 
factor for the quality of the finished product. Chen et al has also focused on finding most suitable method 
to compensate for these deformations. Here a mathematical approach of how the triangulated surface 
could be optimized so that the deformations are minimized. The solutions were done using LS-Dyna, 
Hyperworks, CATIA and AutoForm.  
 
One other research project conducted by Großmann et al has studied the influence of contact surfaces 
and how to obtain best possible surface geometry. For this research one experimental- and theoretical 
part, done by simulation, was compared with the assumption that the punch is rigid and die elastic [13]. 
 
As Großmann et al mention in their work the consequence of simplifications by using rigid stamping 
die and how manual rework of the dies must be applied for compensate the deformations. This paper 
studied the interaction between the press, stamping dies together with a forming process. It is also 
investigated how it can be modelled in a commercial FE-software. This paper presents theoretical 
models followed by examples modelled in FE-environments. Tilting of the ram is studied for a forming 
process. A comparison of a virtual - and experimental forming operation is conducted where similar 
results are obtained. As a result from the work one modelling method is developed to better interpret a 
real forming process called Advanced Forming Process Model (AFPM) [14]. 
 
Pozo López de Lacalle and Lopéz [15] have studied how to find a methodology to reduce the try-out 
and lead-time for the development of a die with complex geometry. This work focused on the die where 
the press and its behaviour are neglected. The deformations affected by the bending as the die is exposed 
to heavy load are neglected as well. This work proposes one method for the HMS - method which often 
is used in the industry today to compensate for the deformations. One conclusion from this work is that 
the deformations of both punch and die has the magnitude greater than tenths of millimetres. 
 
Lingbeek and Meinders has in their research investigated the possibility of reducing the computational 
time. Here was focus on calculating the global deformations of the press. Lingbeek and Meinders show 
that by increase the number of matrix equations the computational time drastically increase [16]. By 
using Modal Methods this study has shown that by reducing the number of Degrees of Freedom (DOF) 
computational effort also can be reduced. But since the number of DOF is reduced also the accuracy of 
the outcome becomes less. 
 
As the stamping dies and press contains a lot of different parts where many of the components are 
oversized topology optimization is a powerful tool to reduce weight. Since the tools are manufactured 
according to set standard casting guidelines where the mass of the structure is not in focus. Nilsson and 
Birath [17] has in their work studied a stamping die and how to reduce its weight. By using topology 
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optimization they have shown that the weight of the stamping die can be reduced. Pilthammar [2] has 
in his work used topology optimization in a different manor. For his work he has shown that the press 
deformations can be imitated by using topology optimization. 
 
Today there are one ongoing research project that is studying what factors that affect the outcome when 
performing a forming operation. One project” Reduced Lead Time through Advanced Die Structure 
Analysis” do not only show that deformations in the tool affect. It shown that is a combination of several 
factors which has an influence of the result during a SMF-operation. Factors that is not constant during 
a forming operation are e.g. friction, global deformations and material properties of the blank. This 
research project also discuss how these factors could be included in a SMF process and be partly 
demonstrated in a real-time forming process [2]. 
 
Previously master thesis work at VCBC conducted by Tatipala and Suddapalli [18] has studied how to 
improve the structure for an integrated blank holder. They have investigated fracture and failures of 
blank holder and how to eliminate them. This work has also used topology optimization to find where 
in the structure material does most benefit. They investigate where material can be removed as the 
structure is exposed to a load. 
 
One other thesis work at VCBC investigated how to compensate for the die deformations. This work 
was done by Palsson and Hansson [19]. By using an iterative method to compensation for the 
deformations in the die. This work show that manual rework can be reduced for the development of a 
stamping die. This work was limited to study one part of the stamping die separately, and where SMF 
process was neglected. 
 
Haufe, Roll and Bogon [20] have in their work presented a suggested method using elastic stamping 
dies at NUMISHEET 2008. Here a simple model is studied for an elastic stamping die. They illustrate 
how a fine forming surface can be coupled to a solid geometry. The solid geometry represents the 
supporting structure that surrounding the forming surface. The paper show that by using this method the 
number of DOF can be reduced and lower the computational time. Other methods for model a forming 
process with elastic tools is mentioned but not investigated. 
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4 METHOD 

4.1 Sketch for workflow for the entire work 
A generalized workflow done during the development process when approaching SMF-simulations 
using elastic stamping dies are visually presented in Figure 4.1. 
 

 
As manual rework of stamping die is both costly and time consuming. The struggle of creating a 
simulation model which performing the manual rework already in the simulation stage is wanted. By 
expanding the FE-models with more parameters a better understanding of the stamping die and its 
characteristics is obtained. Advantages by using simulation as a tool in the development phase are that 
failures, deformations etc. can be predicted. By predicting these types of problems both money and time 
can be saved. However, to be able to cope with these types of geometries great computational power is 
required. 

Figure 4.1: Overview of the work flow done for the entire process done is this work. 
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To verify that the virtual FE-model are reliable an experimental verification is necessary, in this case 
scanning of the forming surfaces was provided by VCBC and included in the FE-model. VCBC also 
provided strain measurements conducted at the manufacturing plant at the press for which the stamping 
die are used. To verify that the FE-model produced reliable results, strains in the blank were compared 
to measured strains in the real stamping die. Two types of measurements was provided, scanning of 
forming surfaces and strain measurements of a blank. The measurements was conducted during two 
different occasions. First was scanning done and months later strain measurement. 
 
The selected approach and method when configuring the FE-model was chosen because  
SMF-simulations are restricted by a selection of rules. For instance, in LS-Dyna there are tailored made 
contacts for SMF-simulation. These contacts do only allow shell to shell interaction. Except restrictions 
in LS-Dyna, some inspiration was taken from previous work. These ideas made the base when creating 
a complete model using elastic dies. As earlier work has had focus on reduce computational time 
following selected method was most natural. 

4.2 Forming process using rigid stamping dies 
To gain better knowledge about SMF-simulations and how to configure a model firstly simulations done 
with rigid stamping dies a simulation was modelled in LS-Dyna. These results were later compared with 
results obtained in AutoForm for the same model.  

4.2.1 Meshing of blank and forming surfaces 
First step in the setup of the model using rigid stamping die was importing the geometry to CATIA. 
Here the coordinate system of the model was changed to align with the coordinate system of the car. 
The surfaces of blank, blank holder, die and punch was then exported into a stl-file and opened in LS-
PrePost. In LS-PrePost meshes for each forming surface was created by using the Auto Mesher with 
Mesh Mode Deviation and Mesh Type Mixed. Meshed geometry can be observed in Figure 4.2. To 
minimize the number of element and in best possible way follow the radii of the tools following options 
was used. Maximum respectively minimum element size was set to 20-0.1 mm and Maximum Deviation 
0.05 mm. Maximum Angle was set to 10 degrees. For the non-rigid blank, Blank Mesher tool was used 
with curve-option enabled. The outer curve of the blank was selected along with holes by using the hole-
option. Element size was set to 6 mm. After the model was meshed the Transform Translate tool was 
used to separate the meshes of each part from each other. 

 
Figure 4.2: Initial model of rigid blank holder and blank before the blank is being dropped onto the 

blank holder. 
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When creating CAD-models of the dies at VCBC the surfaces are modelled according to the upper 
surface of the blank. This means that the blank holder and punch is oversized 0.7 mm in nominal 
direction to their surfaces. Therefore, these parts must be shrunken 0.7 mm. This was done by offset the 
meshes for the blank holder and punch by 0.7 mm using the Offset tool in LS-PrePost.  
 
To prevent that the mesh explodes when offsetting overlapping elements and holes was deleted. These 
was replaced manually using the Element Editing and Element Generation tools. Repairing the mesh 
was done for both the blank holder and punch. Individual normal of element surfaces was reversed as 
well. 

4.2.2 Material and section assignment 
For the rigid parts of the model, die, blank holder and punch, shell-section was used with three 
integration points. Thickness was set to one mm with element form two, ELFORM=2. The material for 
the blank holder and die was defined as MAT_RIGID with arbitrary parameters. Since these parts will 
move in z-direction xy-translation and xyz-rotations is locked by setting CMO=7, CON1= 4 and 
CON2=7. The punch was assigned with MAT_RIGID defined using arbitrary parameters but locked for 
translation and rotation in xyz-direction by setting CMO=1, CON1=7 and CON2=7. 
 
The blank was assigned with shell-section containing five integration points with the fully-integrated 
element form 16, ELFORM=16. The thickness was set to 0.7 mm which corresponds to the thickness of 
blanks used in production. The blank was assigned with material-card MAT_BARLAT_YLD2000 with 
material parameters presented in appendix - 1. The hardening curve of material was assigned according 
appendix - 1. 
 
Since the blank used in production has a roll direction this was checked using the Element Edition tool 
with the direction option enabled. The direction was enabled for the blank as the AOPT=2 option 
according to appendix -1.  

4.2.3 Releasing blank onto blank holder 
To interpret a real forming operation the blank is traditionally dropped onto the blank holder where later 
the die is moved down to clamp the blank in between. 
 
Since the blank is dropped onto the blank holder this process was simulated IMPLICIT in a separate 
model containing only blank and blank holder. The system was only exposed by the gravity. To enable 
that only gravity is affecting LOAD_BODY_Z-card was active for the entire model with associated 
curve. This simulation was done IMPLICIT so that the blank won’t bounce and vibrate when it hits the 
blank holder. This would be the case if solving it EXPLICIT. By dropping the blank onto the blank 
holder, it enables it to follow the geometry for which the blank holder has. In Figure 4.3 the blank has 
been dropped onto the blank holder. Later the results from the drop was exported to the forming process 
where INTERFACE_SPRINGBACK_LSDYNA-card was activated where a .dynain-file is generated. 
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Figure 4.3: Result from simulation when dropping the blank onto the blank holder while only gravity 

is affecting the system. 

4.2.4 Closing- and Forming operation 
When simulating the forming process, containing blank holder, die and punch, EXPLICIT solver was 
used where the blank was imported by using the INCLUDE_INCLUDE-card. Here was the .dynain-file 
selected. Since the blank was imported from the .dynain-file the final shape is included from previous 
simulation as can be seen in Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5.  

 
Figure 4.4: Model used for closing and forming operation before simulation has started. As can be 

seen, the dropped blank is resting on-top of the blank holder after being included from previous 
simulation. 
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Figure 4.5: Overview for the SMF-model used for stamping die after the blank is included from 

previous simulation. 
 
When closing the die one velocity curve was defined, where the distance for the die to translate is 
measured in the model using the measure tool with the Z-length option enabled. Since mass scaling was 
used the velocity was set to 2000 mm/s. The simulation time was calculated according to (4.1). The 
velocity curve was assigned to the die by using BOUNDARY_PRESCRIBED_MOTION_RIGID. 
 

𝑠 = 𝑣𝑡   (4.1) 
 
As can be seen in Figure 4.6 closing-part of the process becomes stationery at the end, the reason for 
this is that contact between the die and blank appears. To minimize the risk for dynamic-behaviour in 
the system and for the contact to settle this was done with great caution study of reaction force. In the 
same time a suitable die velocity was chosen. 

 
Figure 4.6: Velocity curve defined for the die used in the simulation with rigid stamping die. 
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After the closing process is finished the forming operation is initiated, seen in Figure 4.6, where the 
velocity is increased to 5000 mm/s. Since mass scaling was used the velocity could be set with unrealistic 
magnitude. The distance for the die to move was calculated in same manner as before where the distance 
was measured and the time calculated according to (4.1). Since the absolute distance for the die to halt 
is 0.7 mm on top of the punch. The time was adjusted iteratively by running a simulation and measure 
the offset between the die and punch until satisfied distance is obtained. 
 
In a real forming operation, the blank is pushed towards the die with a set blank holder force defined in 
the press. Similar load was applied on blank holder in model by using the LOAD_RIGID_BODY with 
magnitude 1.5 MN. One curve corresponding to the blank holder force with magnitude 1.5 MN was 
created and assigned to the part. The curve was stretched in time a bit longer than the termination time. 
To prevent the blank holder from translation in positive z-direction but only allow translation in negative 
direction CONSTRAINED_RIGID_BODY_STOPPERS was assigned to the part. This enables the 
blank holder to only move in negative direction from that moment contact between the blank and blank 
holder emerge. 

4.2.5 Contact assignment 
The contact CONTACT_FORMING_ONE_WAY_SURFACE was used between blank, die, punch and 
blank holder. This contact is tailor made for SMF-simulation in LS-Dyna and do only allow shell to 
shell contact. The forming-contacts was assigned according to: blank-die, blank-punch and blank-blank 
holder. Contact settings used in the forming-contacts for rigid stamping die can be seen in Table 4.1. 
 

Table 4.1: Contact settings used for SMF-simulation using complete rigid stamping dies. 
PARAMETER VALUE DESCRIPTION 

𝝁 0.12 Static coefficient of friction 
𝜻 20 % Viscous damping coefficient 

PARMAX 1.025 Extension distance for contact segment 

4.2.6 Expanding content of output files 
A comparison was done to verify that the model corresponds to existing simulation software AutoForm 
currently used at VCBC. Since the default settings in LS-Dyna only generates a restricted number of 
output-data, this had to be expanded so that thickness, major- and plastic/effective strain were extracted 
from the simulation. This was done by activating the DATABASE_EXTENT_BINARY-card and 
enable STRFLG=1. Also, DATABASE_BINARY_INTFOR-card was activated to be able of presenting 
contact pressure for all contact surfaces in the model. 
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4.2.7 Comparison of AutoForm and LS-Dyna rigid stamping dies 
To verify that LS-Dyna produced similar results as AutoForm a visual comparison for major strain, for 
the blank was done. In Figure 4.7 the produced results are presented. Overall the major strains 
correspond and by that verify that the FE-model in LS-Dyna are correctly created. This visual 
correspondence worked as first milestone in the thesis work. 
 
AutoForm LS-Dyna 

 
 

Figure 4.7: Comparison of major strain in AutoForm (left) and LS-Dyna (right) for rigid stamping 
dies. For these simulations are nominal forming surfaces used. The correspondence is overall good 

which worked as finish point (milestone) when configuring rigid stamping die. 
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4.3 Elastic stamping die – Simple geometry 
As the computational time for a stamping die with elastic dies is high, a simple geometry was used to 
find a suitable method with elastic dies. Here the so-called S-rail-model provided by DYNAmore Nordic 
AB. This model have the intention to illustrate a method when configure a SMF-simulation with elastic 
dies. The original model contains rigid surfaces. These rigid surfaces were modified and extruded into 
solids using Autodesk Inventor with a thickness of 50 mm. 
 

 
Figure 4.8: Overview S-rail which worked as base when addressing a simple geometry. This geometry 

was used to find a suitable method for modelling elastic stamping die. 
 
Normally, when modelling a SMF-simulation using rigid tools the specialized forming contact for SMF 
CONTACT_FORMING_ONE_WAY_SURFACE_TO_SURFACE is used. This contact requires shell-
elements. Therefore additional surfaces was introduced to the model between solids and blank. Similar 
method was done in article written by Haufe, Roll and Bogon [20].This do not only fulfils the 
requirement of shell to shell contact, it also enables to introduce scanned surfaces of a real tool. This is 
going to be used later when simulating elastic dies used in production today. These surfaces were 
assigned with MAT-009-NULL-material. The null-material was assigned with arbitrary material 
properties and thickness. This material lack material properties, e.g. stiffness, and only will translate 
reaction forces, pressure etc. to the solid. The null-surfaces was connected to the solids by using 
CONTACT_TIED_NODES_TO_SURFACE_CONSTRAINED_OFFSET. This contact “tie” it to the 
surface of the solid. By using this method, the null-surface will behave as the solid. Null-surfaces was 
created for the die, blank holder and punch. See Figure 4.9. 
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Figure 4.9: Forming surface (brown) of the punch tied to the solid (purple) which made the base later 

when applying the method to a real stamping die. 
 
In general, when configuring the model, the die was set with a velocity so that the integral corresponding 
to the stroke length for the punch to penetrate the die enough. The punch was fixed for translation and 
rotation in xyz-directions at its bottom. As the blank holder normally, in SMF, forcing the blank into the 
die a distributed force on the lower surface of the blank holder was set. Contact was defined between 
corresponding null-surfaces of blank holder, die and punch. To prevent the blank holder to “tilt” when 
the blank had been drawn-in additional contact was defined between the null-surfaces of die and blank 
holder. See Figure 4.10 for configuration of contact definitions. 

 
Figure 4.10: Schematic sketch over the contact configurations set for elastic S-rail seen in profile. 
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4.4 Elastic stamping die – industrial dies 
4.4.1 Meshing all CAD geometries 
First step before configuring a simulation model all geometries had to be discretize by creating meshes 
of all including parts that was going to be used the FE-model. Parts as nominal forming surfaces for 
punch, die and blank holder was meshed. These parts was defined as shell-elements. Also, all solid 
geometries for blank holder, die and punch were meshed in LS-PrePost using solid-tetrahedral elements. 
Additional meshes for cushion with associated guide rails were also meshed into solid-elements. 

4.4.1.1 Nominal stamping dies 
When meshing nominal surfaces for blank holder, die and punch same CAD-geometries as made the 
base for rigid stamping die was used. Auto Mesher-tool were used with same setting for deviation, 
maximum and minimum element size and maximum angle. Settings used when meshing forming 
surfaces can be seen in Figure 4.11.  
 

 
Figure 4.11: Settings used when generating mesh for all forming surfaces. 

 
Mesh Mode was set to Deviation and Mesh Type Mixed. By using these settings, a good interpretation 
when discretising the geometry of the CAD-models is obtained. Since the nominal surfaces is enlarged 
at its outer frame and not tangent to the supporting structure some editing of the mesh had to be done, 
see Figure 4.12. Elements outside the solid was deleted so only elements covering the matrix is left. By 
doing this only element which is in contact with blank and solid are left, preventing unreal stretching of 
elements which not is in contact. Deleting of elements was done for blank holder and die. Reason for 
deleting these free pensile nodes and elements were done since the tie-contact will make the node 
searching to non-existing segments which are out distance. By adjusting the mesh in this way, the 
forming surface will more easily tie to the solid. 
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Figure 4.12: The figure illustrates the edge after the mesh of the nominal forming surface has been 

adjusted to fit with the solid geometry. 
 
As can be seen in Figure 4.12 the edges of the nominal surfaces are quite rough and not tangent the 
solid, this is a result since the mesh is built from large square elements in this plane area. To minimize 
the roughness of the edge triangular elements could have been used instead, or change the shape of the 
CAD-model. 
 
Since the CAD-model of the punch was quite close to the real model only small changes of this mesh 
had to be done. Most obvious deviation was a small wreath, Figure 4.13, at the lower part of the surface. 
This area of the mesh was deleted, since the nodes wouldn’t be able of tie with the solid. Additional 
reason of neglecting this wreath is that it does not exist on the real stamping die used in production. 
 

 
Figure 4.13: Punch before removed wreath. This part of the punch was deleted since nodes of the 

forming surface wouldn’t be able to connect to the solid. 

Adjusted mesh 

Wreath 
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4.4.1.2 Scanned stamping die 
As the scanned forming surfaces was provided by VCBC where the outcome from the measurements be 
a finished mesh, no mesh generation had to be conducted. Consequently, some manual rework and 
simplifications had to be done since at some areas of the scanning resulted large amounts of 
measurement points is not realistic, Figure 4.14. For instance, in small radius and edges where not blank 
and tool are in contact elements and nodes was removed. This was done by using Element Editing tool 
with option Delete.  
 

 
Figure 4.14: Mesh which was removed at the edges of the scanned die surface. This was done to 

reduce the number of unnecessary nodes and elements. 
 
Also, at some areas of the scanned forming surfaces small holes existed for which some correction was 
done. These holes were locally repaired by using Element Generation tool with option Shell and setting 
Shell By: Fill Holes. 
 
The measurements of the blank holder, die and punch resulted in two .stl-files where one containing the 
die and one containing both blank holder and punch. Cleaning of the die was done separately and where 
the blank holder and punch was divided onto two separate files. One file for each part of the stamping 
die. From this, cleaning of the mesh was later done individually in each file. 

4.4.1.3 Solid stamping die 
Meshes for blank holder, die, punch, cushion and guide rails was created from corresponding CAD-
geometries in CATIA V5. Maximum element size was set to 20 mm and with smallest allowed element 
length of 10 mm together with tetrahedral elements. Large element sizes were used to reduce the 
computational time since the number of nodes and elements becomes less. At important areas such as 
draw beads for both blank holder and die the mesh was refined by using Local Mesh Size tool with 
element size of 6 mm. Fine element size was used at the draw beads since at these areas there are a big 
variance between small radii. This was done to ensure that the contact for nominal and scanned surfaces 
are more reliable. Since the number of node are greater at the draw beads. By using a finer mesh at the 
draw beads more segments are generated. This ensures nodes of the nominal and scanned surfaces to 
connect more exact. In Figure 4.15 where the solid for blank holder is presented, the mesh around the 
draw beads is tighter. 
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Figure 4.15: Overview of meshed solid geometry of blank holder used in the simulation model. 

4.4.2 Material- and section assignment 
The blank was assigned with material card MAT_BARLAT_YLD2000 and material parameters 
according to appendix - 1. The hardening curve for this material is also presented in appendix - 1. The 
blank was assigned with a shell section with five integration points and element form two, ELFORM=2. 
This element form is not fully-integrated elements. To prevent hourglass behaviour of elements was 
control set to IHQ=4 in CONTROL_HOURGLASS. The blank was assigned with a thickness of 0.7 
mm which correspond to thickness used at VCBC. 
 
All forming surfaces was assigned with material MAT_NULL which corresponds to a material without 
physical properties. This material was selected so that no stiffness was added to the elastic solid but still 
retain a high-quality forming surface. This enable the forming surface to deform as the solid geometry 
does. However, it is necessary to set material parameters in the material card for the MAT_NULL but 
is neglected in the calculations, therefore some arbitrary material parameters were set. The surface was 
assigned with a shell section with three integration points and not fully-integrated element type 
ELFORM=2. The thickness was sets to 0.01 mm to minimize the influence of the thickness on the results 
since the MPP solver in LS-Run take care to the thickness of the null-material. 
 
The solid geometries were assigned with material MAT_ELASTIC which correspond to an elastic 
material. The solid was assigned with a solid-section and element type 13, ELFORM=13. Element type 
13 is preferable for solids with tetrahedron mesh. Material parameters used for elastic solids was set 
according to Table 4.1. 

Table 4.2: Material parameters for elastic solid. 
PARAMETER VALUE DESCRIPTION 
𝝆 7200 Kg/m3 Mass density 
E 180 GPa Young`s Modulus 
𝝂 0.25 Poisson’s ratio 
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4.4.3 Contact assignment 
For contact between blank and forming surfaces the 
CONTACT_FORMING_ONE_WAY_SURFACE_TO_SURFACE-card was used. For this contact the 
blank was set as slave and the forming surfaces as master. Here the MPP1-option was activated which 
enables segment projection parameter PARMAX to be tuneable geometric described in Figure 4.16. 
PARMAX was kept as default 1.025. Since segment based projection as default produces a gap in-
between the segments for which the nodes will connect, the PARMAX setting was changed to repair 
these gaps [21]. Also, contact setting BUCKET parameter was change from 200 to 20-10. This enables 
the contact to be updated for each twentieth-tenth time step. In general, the contact updates more 
frequently.  
 

 
Figure 4.16: Segment projection. The figure is collected from LS-Dyna keyword user’s manual [21]. 

 
Between the forming surface and the solid was contact CONTACT_TIED_NODES_TO 
SURFACE_CONSTRAINED_OFFSET assigned. A node set was defined for the forming surface and 
defined as slave. As master segment corresponding surface of the solid was selected for which have 
contact with the forming surface. The PARMAX setting was changed to 1.5 and the BUCKET to update 
for each twentieth-time step, BUCKET=20. 
 
For contact between the solid parts CONTACT_AUTOMATIC_SURFACE_TO_SURFACE was used. 
The contact was defined between blank holder, cushion and guide rails. The PARMAX setting was 
changed to 1.5 and the BUCKET to be updated for each twentieth-time step, BUCKET=20. Between 
the blank holder and cushion an individual contact condition was set for each pin on the blank holder. 
This was conducted since it then will be possible to export the reaction forces for each pin. 

4.4.4 Assembly of elastic simulation FE-model with nominal and scanned 
forming surfaces 

As all solid parts of the stamping dies was meshed one assembly was created where all solids were 
imported and lined up according to the coordinate system of the car. The geometries was thereafter 
imported to the model in an iterative manor. Here, one part each in the stamping die was modelled as 
elastic and the remaining rigid. In first step only the punch was elastic and simulated until desired result 
were obtained. As next step also, the die was modelled as elastic and adjusted until the simulation got 
through. In the last iteration of the assembly process all including parts of the stamping die was modelled 
as elastic including guiding rails and cushion. Used method of iteratively expanding the model was 
applied for both models with nominal- and scanned forming surfaces. A complete model with all 
components with scanned surfaces is displayed in exploded view in Figure 4.17. 

PARMAX 
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Figure 4.17: Exploded view of a complete model using scanned shims and forming surfaces. Similar 

setup was created for nominal surfaces but with the difference that no shims was included. 

4.4.4.1 Step one: elastic punch 
As a first step in creating a complete elastic stamping die for a forming simulation the punch was model 
as elastic. Blank holder and die still was kept as rigid surfaces. Since the punch is bolted onto a lower 
shoe a complete mesh with punch and shoe merged together was imported. Also, the adjusted forming 
surface which align with the solid geometries was inserted. The components was converted to the 
coordinate system of the car. See Figure 4.18 below where the assembly containing an elastic stamp 
with nominal forming surfaces. 
 

Solid Die and upper casing 

Scanned forming surface Die 

Scanned shims Die 

Blank 

Scanned shims blank holder 

Scanned forming surface blank holder 

Scanned forming surface punch 

Solid punch and lower casing 

Cushion 

Guide rails 

Solid blank holder 
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Figure 4.18: The figure shows the setup where nominal forming surfaces are included and where the 

punch with associating casing is imported as elastic solid. 
 
Since the punch and shoe is bolted and fixed onto the press table at its lower surface a node set for the 
entire bottom of the shoe was created. These nodes were locked for rotation and translation in xyz-
direction as representation of the real setup used in production. Setup for the boundary conditions of the 
lower part for the elastic punch can be seen in Figure 4.19. 
 

 
Figure 4.19: Yellow dots visualized in the figure represents the node set at the lower part of the punch. 

In the figure nominal forming surfaces is used. 
 
The solid part of the punch was assigned with elastic material. The forming surface was assigned with 
the null-material. As blank holder and die were rigid these parts were assigned according to the 
MAT_RIGID in section 4.2.2 when simulating with complete rigid stamping dies. 
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To represent the movement of the press BOUNDARY_PRESCRIBED_MOTION_RIGID was assigned 
to the die where the velocity curve was used in Figure 4.22. For the blank holder LOAD_RIGID_BODY 
was set with a load curve which have maximal force on 1.5 MN, see Figure 4.20. During the closing 
operation CONSTRAINED_RIGID_BODY_STOPPER was assigned to the blank holder preventing the 
ability of translation in positive z-direction. 
 

 
Figure 4.20: Load curve set as the blank holder force. The load is increased linear and later becomes 

constant during the forming operation. 
 
Contact conditions for forming surface and solid parts were set according to section 4.4.3. 
 
Simulations of the model were done until satisfied results were obtained. Also as comparison to verify 
the degree of plausibility. This was done by comparisons with AutoForm and LS-Dyna simulations in 
chapter 4.2.7 conducted before expanding the model. 
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4.4.4.2 Step two: elastic die and punch 
Next step in expansion of the model were also the die and upper shoe modelled as elastic solid. Here, 
some small modifications had to be done. The solid die geometry was imported and aligned according 
to the coordinate system of the car. This was done for nominal- respectively and scanned forming 
surfaces. 
 

 
Figure 4.21: Overview for the model using elastic die and punch. The blue part of the model 

corresponds to the merged die and casing. 
 
Since the motion curve in Figure 4.6 was set for a rigid body this had to be changed to fit with an elastic 
geometry see Figure 4.22. At the top of the solid upper shoe a node set were created. This node set was 
with BOUNDARY_PRESCRIBED_MOTION_SET instead of BOUNDARY_PRESCRIBED_MOTI
ON_RIGID. 
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Figure 4.22: Velocity curve set for the die used in the simulation with elastic stamping die using 

proper material properties. 
 
Both solid and forming surfaces were assigned with elastic material properties according to section 
4.4.2. Also, contact conditions for forming simulations with blank, forming surface and solid were set 
accordingly to paragraph 4.4.3. 
 
Some iterations were executed until satisfied result were obtained. Common problems when running the 
model with nominal forming surfaces were overlapping elements and misdirected normal. These 
problems had to be adjusted. See section 4.4.7 for common problems when adjusting mesh. 
 
When simulating using scanned forming surfaces the solid geometries were offset 1 mm in average 
away the forming surface so that a small distance appeared to get the tied-contacts more reliable. Worth 
to mentions is that at some places the elements of the solid structure overlap the forming surface. Since 
by create an offset from the solid the number of overlaps are reduced significantly.  
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4.4.4.3 Step three: complete elastic stamping die 
As last step of building a complete model the blank holder was changed to be elastic. Both solid and 
forming surface was imported and adjusted to the coordinate system of the car. Since the blank holder 
is resting on a cushion, in production, and where the blank holder force is applied at the bottom of the 
cushion this part was imported as well. The complete model in Figure 4.23. One model was made for 
nominal forming surfaces respectively one for scanned forming surfaces. 
 

 
Figure 4.23: The figure shows the complete assembly of elastic stamping dies used for the finale step 

of expanding the model. Added geometries are solids for blank holder and cushion. 
 
Figure 4.24 show how the blank holder is resting onto the cushion. Where the blank holder forcing to 
hold the blank in place during the entire forming process. Also, to prevent the blank holder of translation 
in positive z-direction for the closing process. CONSTRAINT_RIGID_BODY_STOPPER was replaced 
with BOUNDARY_PRESCRIBED_MOTION_SET where a curve with zero velocity was created. The 
curve stretched with the same time as the closing operation. This enables the blank holder to be fixed 
while the die is closing. Later when contact between blank, die and blank holder appears and the forming 
process begins one load is applied at the bottom of the cushion. The load is applied at the same instance 
as the closing operation is finished. The load applied to be transformed from the cushion to the blank 
holder was defined with a node set. The node set was assigned at the bottom of the cushion. Therefore 
was LOAD_NODE_SET used with a curve which have a maximal magnitude 1.5 MN, see Figure 4.20. 
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Figure 4.24: The figure illustrates how the blank holder is resting onto the cushion. 

 
Contact conditions for forming surfaces and solid were set as described earlier in section 4.5.3. Same 
contacts set in section were assigned between cushion, blank holder and guide rails. 
 
The model was solved where some mesh adjustments were needed when running the simulation. The 
mesh adjustment was only needed when using nominal surface. When simulating using scanned forming 
surfaces an average offset of 1 mm were set between the solid and the forming surface. So that the 
interaction of the contacts became more reliable. 
 
To hold the blank holder in place seen in Figure 4.25, since it’s not bolted to any frame, for allowance 
of movement a set of wear plates at the inner and outer frame of the structure are used. These wear plates 
are placed at both punch, lower shoe and blank holder. These wear plate’s guides the blank holder in 
place during the movement for a forming operation. Wear plates for the blank holder and punch are 
modelled as nominal to each other in the CAD-model. Therefore was nodes for the wear plates at the 
punch was cut a small distance. By moving theses nodes, a small offset was created and enables the 
blank holder to adjust itself when clamping the blank towards the die. A segment set for wear plats of 
the inner and outer frame for the blank holder was created. Also, a segment for wear plates of the punch 
and shoe was created. CONTACT_AUTOMATIC_SURFACE_TO_SURFACE were set between all 
wear plates. 
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Figure 4.25: Pinpointed areas of the blank holder corresponds to the wear plates which hold the blank 

holder in place during a forming operation.  
 
As the closing operation is about to finish and the forming operation to start the blank is clamped 
between the blank holder and die. To allow the blank holder of self-adjust so that the pressure of the 
draw beads is more equally distributed the blank holder must be flexible. To accomplish this flexibility 
small gaps between the wear plats are set as well in-between the guide rails and cushion on which the 
blank holder rests on. To enable small angular changes at the bottom of the cushion two balls are 
connected to the cushion. At these ball joints is the blank holder force applied. Therefore, a node set 
were created at these two ball joints. 

4.4.5 Pre-adapted blank mesh 
During the process of expanding the FE-model the simulation started to fail when cracks in the blank 
started to appear. Since MPP-solver were used and null-material in relation with mesh adaptivity of the 
blank the contacts malfunctions. The reason for this error is that the contact updates to slow. As a 
workaround the adaptivity was inactivated and the blank mesh replaced with a pre-adapted mesh. This 
was done by import one adapt.msh-file from previous simulations done using rigid stamping dies. Also, 
the BUCKET-option was changed so that the contacts were updated more frequently. 

4.4.6 Separate shims for scanned forming surfaces 
Since the scanned forming surfaces contained data representing the shims which have the function to 
balance the blank holder along the die these measurements were imported as separate parts. One model 
was created by include the shims and one without shims. Since these scanned data are imported as stl-
files no mesh had to be created. All shims were assigned with null-material and shell-section. All shims 
were assigned with tied-contact to respectively solid geometry and automatic-contact between the shims. 

4.4.7 Adjustment of forming surface mesh 
The first common mesh problem was overlapping elements. An example of this phenomena can be seen 
in Figure 4.26, where one element is overlapped by another. The covered edge of the one element is 
dashed. To find these problematic areas the Element Editing tool was used, with options Check and 
Checking Method Quality Check with Area selected. By using this tool can the smallest element be 
found, often the source which generates overlapped elements. Preferably, a visual check for areas of 
which the forming surfaces have many small elements is recommended 
 
To adjust the mesh at specific areas elements was deleted by using Element Editing tool with option 
Delete. This enable the user to select specific elements from which the just created hole later can be 
repaired. Either can Element Generation with Shell option selected and Fill Holes as method be used. 
This tool automatically fill local holes in the mesh. Unfortunately, it is not possible to have an influence 

Wear plate 

Wear plate 

Wear plate 
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on the mesh structure. Alternatively, can Element Editing tool with option Create with element type 
Shell used. This tool makes it possible to draw own elements and where the user can choose between 
cube and triangular elements. Depending for what kind of situation the mesh is needed to be repaired 
one of the two tools are more suitable. 
 

 
Figure 4.26: The figure show two element overlap, where one is on top of the other. The edge of the 

overlapping element is visualized with the dashed line.  
 
Element with misdirected normal was also a common problem in the mesh. The normal can be check 
by using Normals tool where it is possible to show the normal and reverse their direction. All element 
normal had to point toward the blank or else would the simulation explode. Often it existed a few 
misdirected normal in areas where elements overlap each other. This often occurred in areas with many 
small elements. 

 
Figure 4.27: The figure shows an element with misdirected normal. It is illustrated as a different 

colour 
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The edge on the draw beads was in general a problematic area according to Figure 4.28. Commonly, it 
emerges very small elements in translation to surrounding flat surfaces. The elements had problem of 
connecting to the segment on the solid. This because of the angular direction for the normal of the 
forming surface. The normal was almost parallel to the segment of the solid for which it tries to connect. 
This problem was solved by change the structure of the mesh. The small edge was deleted and replaced 
with an element which connect to the surrounding surfaces. 
 

 
Figure 4.28: The figure shows the translation between the flat area and the draw beads. As can be seen 

there is a small edge between the draw bead and flat area of the tool. 
 
It was also necessary to check for free edges by using Element tools with option Show Free Edges. Then 
all free edges will be marked with a white frame. Thereafter can the free edges be filled with Fill Holes 
tool in Element Generation or create own element in Element tools.   
 
Another mesh related problem that appeared when the scanned forming surfaces was imported was 
duplicated nodes. The problem indicated when the simulating was started and an error message appeared 
resulting in stalled simulation. This was solved by open the forming surfaces separately in LS-PrePost 
before importing it to the complete model. Duplicated nodes were detected and deleted by using the 
Duplicate Nodes tool where at first Show Dup Nodes was selected and later Merge Dup Nodes. From 
that was the forming surfaces imported as a Keywords File and the error messages was eliminated. 
  

Small edge 
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4.5 Choose of motion curve 
Since the forming operation are done using EXPLICIT solver to reduce the simulation time risk of the 
dynamic behaviour in the model will increase. This since masscaling was used. A factor that may affect 
the appearance of dynamic behaviour are e.g. high mass of the bodies, which results in inertia and affect 
the behaviour. In comparison using complete rigid tools where almost no mass exists. To verify if the 
motion-curve in the model was reasonable same model were executed with different velocity curves of 
the die. Here the convergence of the reaction forces between the blank holder and cushion was extracted 
to determine when they had become stable. First velocity to be simulated with was 5000 mm/s. This is 
normally used in simulations using rigid dies. Later the velocity was set to 2500 mm/s and last 
500 mm/s. Since the extracted data contains a lot of noise the signal was filtered through a Butterworth-
filter, eliminating some of this noise presented in Figure 4.29 below. 
 

 
Figure 4.29: Filtered reaction forces between the blank holder and cushion after finished forming 

operation with die velocities 500 mm/s, 2000 mm/s and 5000 mm/s. 
 
As can be seen the reaction forces convergence at 1.5 MN when the velocity is set to 500 mm/s. This 
results in decreased dynamic behaviour of the system. Instead when running the die with 5000 mm/s the 
blank holder is touching the blank and die with an impulse, repelled and becomes zero for almost the 
entire forming operation. Only at the last sequence when the die has almost stalled does the blank holder 
come in contact again. 
 
By studying the reactions forces when the die moves with 2500 mm/s it clearly shows what part of the 
forming process the simulation is into, see Figure 4.30. At the beginning, the reaction forces are greater 
than the set blank holder force which corresponds to the acceleration phase. Later it stabilizes at 1.5 MN. 
The stable mid-section of the curve corresponds to the phase where the die moves with constant velocity. 
At the last section where the reaction forces are decreased and becomes less than 1.5 MN it implies that 
the die is deaccelerate faster than the blank holder. A reason for this behaviour could be that, the die 
deaccelerates faster than the blank holder force is able to push back. These delays are the product of 
inertia in all bodies. 
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Figure 4.30: Reaction forces between blank holder and cushion when the die moves with 2500 mm/s. 

It can be seen for what phase of the forming operation the simulation is into. 

4.5.1 Lower density 
To lower the computational time but keep high velocity of the die where the dynamic behaviour was 
minimized density was changed to non-physical levels. By lowering the density for blank holder and 
cushion the mass of these parts were lower, resulting in less dynamic behaviour. The reaction forces 
between blank holder and cushion can be seen in Figure 5.20 as part of the result for density set 
to 7.8 kg/m3. 
  

Acceleration Const. Velocity Deacceleration 
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4.5.2 Computational time 
During the process as the velocity is lowered the computational time is increased significantly which 
can be observed in Figure 4.31 below. The simulation has been conducted on Volvo Cars cluster in 
Gothenburg with 800 CPUs. For simulations with die velocities greater than 2000 mm/s is the density 
of blank holder and cushion lowered. 

 
Figure 4.31: Comparison of computational time using the same model with different die velocities. 

The simulation was done with 800 CPUs on Volvo Cars cluster in Gothenburg. 
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4.6 Comparison of results in GOM 
4.6.1 Major strain 
For comparison of major strain deviation between each FE-model and experimental values GOM 
software was used. Resultant strain from simulations was exported in LS-Post with output tool. Element, 
Nodal Coordinates, Nodal Displacement and Element Result settings was selected to extract strain 
between each in the blank displayed in Figure 4.32.  

 
Figure 4.32: Options used when exporting results out from the FE-model after a forming operation 

was finished. These options saw used to export relevant results in GOM. 
 
Later when importing the results into GOM the experimental results worked as reference from which 
strains in simulated results was subtracted (4.2): 
 

𝜀𝑑𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 = 𝜀𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 − 𝜀𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛  ( 4.2) 

4.6.2 Draw-in curve 
When studying the draw-in curves for all simulations in relation to experimental the measured draw-in 
was imported to LS-PrePost as an .iges-file. Experimental draw-in curve was provided by VCBC. 
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5 RESULTS 

5.1 Rigid Stamping die 
5.1.1 Major strain 
Following presented figures shows comparisons of measured major strain in relation to simulations 
using rigid nominal-, scanned forming surfaces with and without shims. 

5.1.1.1 Scanned forming surface with shims - measured strain 

 
Figure 5.1: Deviation of major strain between rigid stamping die for scanned forming surfaces with 

shims and measured major strain. 
 
Figure 5.1 illustrates the deviation of major strain between a simulation using rigid scanned forming 
surfaces with shims and measurements. Generally, the simulation gives under-predicated strain. The 
under-predicted areas are illustrated as blue fields. The under-predicted areas is mainly located around 
the draw beads. There are only small over-predicted areas, illustrated as red fields. 
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5.1.1.2 Scanned forming surface without shims- measured strain 

 
Figure 5.2: Deviation of major strain between rigid stamping die for scanned forming surfaces without 

shims and measured major strain. 
 
In Figure 5.2 which shows the over- and under prediction of major strain between measured and 
simulated results using rigid scanned forming surfaces without shims. For this simulation is the blank 
over predicted at the upper part of the door. Under-predictions are located at the draw beads. Also, the 
simulated inner door has greater draw-in than the measurements illustrated as grey fields. 
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5.1.1.3 Nominal forming surface - measured strain 

 
Figure 5.3: Deviation of major strain between rigid stamping die for nominal forming surfaces and 

measured major strain. 
 
Figure 5.3 visualize over- and under prediction in major strain for simulation rigid stamping dies and 
measurement. Overall the simulation over-predicts the major strains illustrated as red field. There is a 
minor under-prediction resulted from this simulation, blue fields. The simulation results in wider holes, 
difference at the grey fields. 
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5.1.2 Draw-in curve 
Following presented figures shows comparisons of measured draw-in curve in relation to simulations 
using rigid nominal-, scanned forming surfaces with and without shims. 

5.1.2.1 Scanned forming surface with shims - measured draw-in curve 

 
Figure 5.4: The figure display comparison of draw-in curve for blank formed using rigid scanned 

forming surfaces with shims (Grey formed blank) and measured draw-in curve. (Red line). 
 
For simulated draw-in using rigid stamping die with shims and draw-in from measurements in Figure 
5.4 there are some variance. It can be seen that the draw-in from the simulation is greater than the 
measured. The simulated inner door, grey blank, do also contain a lot of wrinkles at the draw beads. 
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5.1.2.2 Scanned forming surface without shims - measured draw-in curve 

 
Figure 5.5: The figure display comparison of draw-in curve for blank formed using rigid scanned 

forming surfaces without shims (Grey formed blank) and measured draw-in curve. (Red line). 
 
In simulated draw-in curve of rigid stamping die without shims for scanned forming surfaces presented 
in Figure 5.5 and compared to measurement. The simulated forming operation gives that the inner door 
varies a lot which can be seen in the upper part of the door. At the top part of the door hasn’t the blank 
changed shape. 
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5.1.2.3 Nominal forming surface - measured draw-in curve 

 
Figure 5.6: The figure display comparison of draw-in curve for blank formed using rigid nominal 

forming surfaces (Grey formed blank) and measured draw-in curve. (Red line). 
 
When simulating the draw-in for rigid stamping die using nominal forming surfaces and comparing 
measured in Figure 5.6 is the overall correspondence high. Generally, has the simulated door a bit 
smaller draw-in, except at the upper part of the door where the correspondence is high. The holes in the 
simulation greater. 
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5.2 Elastic Stamping die 
Following presented figures shows comparisons of measured major strain in relation to simulations 
using elastic stamping dies for nominal-, scanned forming surfaces with and without shims. Also, 
comparison of major strain with scanned forming surfaces during different die velocities are displayed. 

5.2.1 Major strain 

5.2.1.1 Scanned forming surface with shims - measured strain with die velocity 500 mm/s 

 
Figure 5.7: Deviation of major strain between elastic stamping die for scanned forming surfaces with 

shims and measured major strain. 

 
Figure 5.8: Deviation of major strain between elastic stamping die for scanned forming surfaces with 

shims and measured major strain. Displayed from another viewpoint. 
 
Figure 5.7 and Figure 5.8 visualize the major strain deviation between simulated and measured of an 
inner door. The simulation contained an elastic stamping die with scanned forming surfaces together 
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shims. The two figures shows over- and under predictions with small variances. There are small over 
predictions around the holes (red fields) and small under predictions at the draw beads (blue fields). 
 

5.2.1.2 Scanned forming surface with shims - measured strain with die velocity 2500 mm/s 

 
Figure 5.9: Deviation of major strain between elastic stamping die for scanned forming surfaces with 

shims and measured major strain. For this simulation is the die velocity increased and density for 
blank holder and cushion decreased. 

 
Figure 5.10: Deviation of major strain between elastic stamping die for scanned forming surfaces with 

shims and measured major strain. Displayed from another viewpoint. 
 
In comparison to Figure 5.7 and Figure 5.8 where the die velocity is set to 500 mm/s in Figure 5.9 and 
Figure 5.10 the die velocity is 2500 mm/s. In Figure 5.9 and Figure 5.10 the major strain deviation 
presented. Comparing to when the die velocity is 500 mm/s the deviation is neglect able. 
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5.2.1.3 Scanned forming surface without shims - measured strain with die velocity 500 mm/s 

 
Figure 5.11: Deviation of major strain between elastic stamping die for scanned forming surfaces 

without shims and measured major strain. 

 
Figure 5.12: Deviation of major strain between elastic stamping die for scanned forming surfaces 

without shims and measured major strain. Displayed from another viewpoint. 
 
For major strain deviation between measurement and elastic stamping dies for scanned forming surfaces 
without shims in Figure 5.11 and Figure 5.12 the inner door is over predicted at the holes. At the draw 
beads is the inner door under predicted. The die velocity is 500 mm/s. 
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5.2.1.4 Nominal forming surface - measured strain with die velocity 500 mm/s 

 
Figure 5.13: Deviation of major strain between elastic stamping die for nominal forming surfaces and 

measured major strain. 
 
When moving the die with 500 mm/s, Figure 5.13, for an elastic stamping die with nominal forming 
surfaces the over- and under predictions is greater than Figure 5.7 and Figure 5.8. Here is the inner door 
more over predicted at the holes. 
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Draw-in curve 
Following presented figures shows comparisons of measured draw-in curve in relation to simulations 
using elastic stamping dies for nominal-, scanned forming surfaces with and without shims. Also, 
comparison of draw-in curve with scanned forming surfaces during different die velocities are displayed. 

5.2.1.5 Scanned forming surface with shims - measured draw-in curve with die velocity 500 
mm/s 

 
Figure 5.14: Comparison of draw-in curve for blank formed using elastic stamping die with shims, 

where forming surfaces is scanned, and measured draw-in curve (Red line). Simulated blank 
corresponds to the grey coloured shape. 

 
For the draw-in of the inner door from the simulation using elastic stamping dies with shims in Figure 
5.14 for scanned forming surfaces is the overall prediction good. At the front part of door is the draw-
in less than measured and at the back greater. The correspondence to the holes is overall good. 
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5.2.1.6 Scanned forming surface with shims- measured draw-in curve with die velocity 2500 
mm/s 

 
Figure 5.15: Comparison of draw-in curve for blank formed using elastic stamping die with shims, 
where forming surfaces is scanned, and measured draw-in curve. (Red line). For this simulation the 
density is decreased for both blank holder and cushion while the die velocity is increased, reducing 

computational time and dynamic behaviour. Simulated blank corresponds to the grey coloured shape. 
 
For increased die velocity in Figure 5.15 of 2500 mm/s is the correspondence to Figure 5.14 arbitrary 
good. Same draw-in behaviour is mimicked between the two simulations. 
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5.2.1.7 Scanned forming surface without shims - measured draw-in curve with die velocity 500 
mm/s 

 
Figure 5.16: Comparison of draw-in curve for blank formed using elastic stamping die without shims, 

where forming surfaces is scanned, and measured draw-in curve. (Red line). Simulated blank 
corresponds to the grey coloured shape. 

 
For die velocity of 500 mm/s in Figure 5.16 without shims using scanned forming surfaces for an elastic 
die it can be seen that blank has anti-clockwise. The rotation has occurred around the z-axis at the centre 
of mass. Overall is the draw-in good. 
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5.2.1.8 Nominal forming surface - measured draw-in curve with die velocity 500 mm/s 

 
Figure 5.17: Comparison of draw-in curve for blank formed using elastic stamping die, where forming 
surfaces is nominal, and measured draw-in curve. (Red line). Simulated blank corresponds to the grey 

coloured shape. 
 
For nominal forming surfaces in Figure 5.17 with elastic stamping dies is the overall draw-in less than 
measured. The draw-in at holes is over predicted and at the edges under predicted. Similar behaviour 
occurs in Figure 5.6 for rigid dies. Comparing resulted draw-in from scanned surfaces in Figure 5.14 is 
the overall draw-in less for nominal surfaces. 
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5.3 Contact forces at selected pins of elastic stamping die with 
shims 

 
Figure 5.18: Resulting contact forces between blank holder and cushion for selected pins. Selection of 

the individual pins were done for those pins who varied most during the forming operation. Die 
velocity was set to 500 mm/s. Placing for pins is presented in Figure 5.19. 
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Figure 5.19: Number orientation of pins at the bottom in blank holder. 

 
In Figure 5.19: number orientation of pins at the bottom of the blank holder, which is used when referring 
to the pin numbering. 
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5.4 Reaction force between blank and blank holder for various 
die velocities 

 
Figure 5.20: Behaviour of reaction forces between blank and blank holder for various die velocities. 

For die velocity of 2500 mm/s was density of blank holder and cushion decreased with the intention to 
reduce computational time. 
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5.5 Influence and development of different simulation methods 

 

Nominal forming surfaces with rigid dies. 
”Traditional simulation” 

Scanned forming surfaces with rigid dies Nominal forming surfaces with elastic dies 

Scanned forming surfaces with elastic dies and shims 

Figure 5.21: Comparison of rigid and elastic dies with nominal and scanned surfaces. Last figure 
contains both scanned forming surfaces and elastic geometry. 
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6 ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION 

6.1 Correlation of the result 
In Figure 5.7 the correspondence to measurement are very high. Green areas confirms no deviation to 
measurements. There are some deviations at holes and draw beads but not much. Comparing this result 
to what the industry use today when simulating, in Figure 5.3, the improvement is immense. Figure 5.21 
illustrated that the finished results is affected by several factors. It is the combination of all these factors 
which affect the final product. 

6.2 Differences between rigid and elastic stamping die 
6.2.1 Comparison AutoForm and LS-Dyna 
Since the AutoForm model are built using only triangular elements and LS-Dyna mixed with triangular 
and rectangular elements the shapes of the two models might be different. This difference could affect 
the result from both simulations. Factors that for instance can be different between the simulations could 
be contact pressure and contact force. 

6.2.2 Dynamic behaviour in FE-model 
As rigid stamping dies is almost massless which result in bodies with low inertia. The computational 
time can be reduced drastically by simulating the closing- and forming process using high velocity and 
masscaling. Although simulating a forming operation using elastic dies with masscaling and high 
velocity dynamic behaviour occurs in the system. This behaviour propagates as the reaction forces 
oscillates with non-damping characteristics. In general, small oscillations will arise but for a very small 
instance at the time where contacts and the forming operation initiates. 
 
To minimize the oscillating reaction forces during the forming operation the velocity was gradually 
reduced. That made the reaction forces more stable and the dynamic behaviour was reduced more 
effective. Also, the accelerating phase of the curve was smoothened by dividing it into two different 
parts. By doing this the acceleration is lowered at the point where the die reaches constant velocity. 
Since the velocity curve is less sharp before reaching constant velocity the objects follow each other 
more exact. The price of reduced velocity is highly increased computational time. 
 
For elastic dies where, oscillating reaction forces is a result, one contributing source of this behaviour 
could be that the blank holder force is applied too sharp, e.g. as a step function. To minimize the shock, 
the load curve for the blank holder could be adjusted with a smoother entry when being applied. It is 
very important that this smooth entry isn’t too weak resulting in that the force is increased too slowly 
for the forming operation. Resulting in that the blank holder force hasn’t reached its maximum value 
before the blank is in contact with the punch. 

6.2.3 Nonlinear pin forces of elastic die and its behaviour 
In Figure 5.18 the reaction forces do not stay at constant level comparing with the assigned load curve 
on the cushion, instead they varies during the draw. This behaviour is most likely a result by the use of 
elastic dies. It can be concluded that the reaction forces are not constant during a draw and indices that 
the blank holder shift during a forming operation. From the extracted reaction forces an arbitrary 
estimate of the actual behaviour of the system can be determined. For a rigid body simulation this 
behaviour wouldn’t be able to determine since all nodes translate with zero displacement relative each 
other, the tools cannot deform. 
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6.3 Corrupted mesh of forming surfaces 
When creating the mesh of the nominal forming surfaces in LS-PrePost with Auto Mesher tool and 
options used mentioned in the method the CAD geometry is interpreted with high precision. By using 
this option radii are covered in best possible way. The problem which occurred during the configuration 
of the model were that the meshes exploded at some instances during the forming operation, caused by 
overlapping elements and several misdirected surface normal. To avoid these problems other types of 
elements could instead be used for the mixed triangular and rectangular, perhaps the use of only 
triangular elements types could eliminate some of the manual rework. The problem by using only 
triangular elements is that the accuracy when interpreting the CAD model becomes less. To compensate 
this lower accuracy the number of nodes could be increased but for price of higher computational time. 
Since the mesh was adjusted at critical areas the finale surface was not the same as initial one where 
elements and node had been replaced. Also, when generating the mesh smallest allowed element size 
could be changed to avoid the risk of small elements overlapping each other. As this manual rework of 
corrupted mesh is time consuming a more suitable mesh is needed to save time when applying the 
method in production. 
 
Another problem which occurred when meshing the surfaces was the generation of free edges which are 
described in section 4.4.7. As the mesh is generated by follow the shape of the imported CAD model 
it’s essential that the shape of the original file is clean. That is, the CAD-file do not contain any free 
edges where all surfaces relate to continuous geometries. When repairing the mesh at these free edges 
some manual rework of the mesh had to be done. Since the CAD-model which is adjusted several times 
during the development process. The final shape determined by many participants are making changes 
of the model. A guess is that, the final surface contains of free edges which is a contributing problem. 
As a suggestion, before starting to create the mesh a careful check of the CAD-model should be done in 
some sort of CAD-software, for instance CATIA or Autodesk Inventor. 

6.4 Adjusted mesh for nominal forming surfaces 
The original nominal forming surfaces which was used in both rigid and elastic simulations where the 
forming surface of the elastic stamping die need to be adjusted to fit with the elastic solid, some deviation 
from the real tools were done. To fit with the elastic solid elements and nodes were element deleted at 
areas where no contact between the forming surface and solid occurs visualized in section 4.4.1.1. 
According to Figure 4.12 the edge of the forming surface does not align with the edge of the solid which 
do not correspond to the real stamping die. As a result, the contact area of the surface becomes smaller 
with the outcome of a different normal force. To eliminate this the CAD-file should be adjusted so that 
the edge follows the shape of the solid and the surface re-meshed. 

6.5 Deviations in strain measurements 
As the measurements are done in a “real world” several factors may have had an influence on the result. 
Such factors could be noise in the measurement signal, precision in the blank holder force or die velocity.  
 
Since the scanning of the tools and strain measurements was conducted during two different occasions 
some changes of the tools may have been conducted during the time period in-between. E.g. the shims 
are adjusted or the forming surfaces grinded for better fit. As a result, the tools used in the simulations 
varies in comparison to the tools used when measuring strains in the blank. These difference may have 
an influence on the final result when comparing the two methods. 
 
Temperature in the surrounding environment have also an effect for which the result after a forming of 
a sheet metal. Small deviations in surrounding temperature may result in cracked blank. These 
temperature deviations are not included in the FE-model. Not only surrounding temperature, the 
temperature caused by friction in the stamping die may also have an influence during a series of 
operations. Since the strain measurements were done mid-day during production and scanning of the 
forming surfaces at some other time small deviations between the forming surfaces may happen. Such 
deviation could be wear of the surfaces or that the stamping die have shrunken or expanded by the 
temperature. 
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6.6 Simplifications in FE-model 
Some assumptions and simplifications were done in the FE-model during the modelling process. For 
instance, were the pre-tensioned bolts neglected which keep the punch in place. As future work when 
expanding the model these bolts could be included. In relation to that, some simplifications regarding 
the punch boundary conditions was done. Instead of locking all lower nodes in xyz-translation some 
node could only have been locked in z-direction. 
 
When configuring the movement of the die in LS-PrePost the user is manually creating the curves of 
the dies velocity for the whole forming. That gives the user freedom to set whatever velocity it want to 
have. The only limitations when choosing velocity is that it shall not exceed a limit so dynamics in the 
system occurs. In AutoForm this option does not exist. Also, when configuring the velocity curves, the 
user can integrate the velocity curve to get the total displacement of the object. This enables the user to 
adjust the velocity so that the distance between die and punch corresponds to the blank thickness. By 
doing this setup manually enables the user to adjust the movement with very high precision and by that 
the stroke length.  

6.7 Correspondence between tuned and normal FE- models 
Part of this study was to investigate the conditions to perform a SMF-simulation with elastic dies with 
short simulation time. Many articles, papers and related works stated that the simulation time are too 
long when using elastic dies. It is a quite small possibility to have access to a cluster where and run a 
simulation with 800 CPU’s during a 40h time-period. Suggested solution determined in this work is a 
tuned model, where die velocity is kept high while the density of blank holder and cushion is lowered 
to unrealistic properties. Studying the results from performed SMF-simulations with a tuned model in 
comparison to a simulation with real density and low die velocity, is the correspondence almost “spot 
on”, Figure 5.7 and Figure 5.9. Comparing major strain and draw-in the results are almost identical. 
What differ between the two models are the reactions forces between blank holder and blank, Figure 
5.20, where the tuned model contains more oscillation. This may be the biggest disadvantage, but could 
be solved by decrease the die velocity a bit more. The advantage with the tuned model is that the 
produced results corresponds very good to measured data but with approximately a quarter of the 
computational time compared to a non-tuned model. A part from the oscillating reaction forces this 
method prove that it is possible to lower the simulation time and still have satisfactory results using 
elastic stamping dies. 
 
To reduce the simulation time even more and still have elastic dies, suggested, could be that solid 
geometries in the FE-model which have none or small deformations are set as rigid.  
 
The suggested method of reducing the simulation time are one step towards for SMF-simulations using 
elastic dies. However, this is not the final step but a step in right direction. The simulation model must 
be reduced even more before being implemented into production, the required computational power still 
is high. 

6.8 Choose of method 
As first step in the chosen method a literature study was performed. In general, this is a quite natural 
step when starting a project. The main reason for doing this was to get familiar with SMF-simulations 
and what kind of work which had been done earlier. This part of the method resulted in some ideas of 
how to model a SMF-simulation using elastic dies. In relation to the literature study the introductory 
course also gave some ideas for which seemed to be useful. However, when studying different articles, 
books and papers it is always a possibility that some research projects was missed during the searching 
process. A lot of time was conducted to find relevant literature the possibility of this should be relative 
small. 
 
Since LS-Dyna is one of the “bigger players” in SMF-simulations a setup of scanned and nominal rigid 
stamping die was created. This was done to get familiar with the program and to verify that the results, 
in comparison to AutoForm, was reasonable. During this process the traditional configuration for a 
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SMF-simulation was conducted. As contribution to science this part of the project do not contribute to 
new knowledge but only verify that the program worked as expected. The main reason for this part of 
the process was to verify that the forming-contacts etc. worked as expected. If this wouldn’t be the case 
later work with elastic dies would be useless. 
 
When the work started to determine a configuration of elastic stamping dies the first, and most obvious, 
step was to create a simple geometry. This was done to find a suitable method since a lot of research 
had said that the simulation time is long with elastic dies. Therefore, a simple and fast running model 
was created but with the ideas and settings to be used when later address the real geometry. The results 
from these simulations are though not useful in any way. This part of the process could perhaps have 
been skipped if better knowledge about the program existed since time was spend here. By skipping this 
part of the method perhaps more parameters could have had been included in the real model.  
 
As last step of the process when addressing the real geometry, the model was successively expanding to 
elastic. Where the main reason was to have control of the systems behaviour. Partly to see how dynamic 
propagates but also how the simulation time is affected when using elastic tooling. This approach 
seemed to be the most obvious one since there are many aspects to have in mind when creating the FE-
model. Since the aim with this project partly is to investigate conditions to create a SMF-simulation 
model with complete elastic dies with a relative short simulation time. The number of nodal points 
should be as low as possible. This was enabled by tie the forming surfaces to the solids. Other conditions 
are that the forming-contacts only allow shell to shell section. An alternative would be to use better 
meshed solid geometries which follows the forming surfaces more exact, the back hand with this option 
is that the simulation time would expand enormously and the forming-contacts would be unusable. Also, 
along the progress of this work some decision-making have been taking in collaboration with VCBC 
and DYNAmore Nordic. So that all stakeholders know what is going on during the project and that the 
FE-models are configured correct. This was done since the aim of this project is to implement elastic 
FE-models in production phase of new stamping dies. 
 
As always when creating simulation models, interpreting the reality, verification is needed which is the 
absolute last and most natural step in the development process. Naturally, this was done in this work as 
well. Here was strain compared between simulated- and measured blank. 

6.9 Sustainability 
The project will contribute with a more sustainable production for Volvo Cars Body Components 
through less material waste and the energy consumption which is needed to make the manual work of 
the dies and remanufactured body parts. In general, this works is of interest for manufacturing companies 
who used SMF as part of their process. Those can also apply virtual rework in their production and 
reduce the quantities of waste. 

6.10 Ethical aspects 
Since this thesis work only contain simulations of forming operation in SMF in a virtual environment 
using computers no relation to physical manufacturing of a tool exists in the framework of this thesis 
work. This give that the ethical aspects of the finished product from the thesis work do not exist. In 
general it exists ethical aspects to the use of stamping dies since the risk to crush is high but this is not 
directly connected to this thesis work. In relation when virtual rework has been implemented the risk of 
injuries in production will reduce since the manual rework will be kept at its minimum. 
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7 CONCLUSION 

7.1 Simulation with rigid stamping die 
 
From conducted work it can be concluded that the correspondence for a SMF-simulation for rigid dies 
in both AutoForm and LS-Dyna are acceptable. The differences can be neglected. 
 
From performed work it can concluded that it is possible to model a forming operation for a Volvo 
XC90 inner front door with elastic dies. 
 
A suitable configuration for a SMF-simulation with elastic dies would be conducted according to 
performed work in order to determine the continuous die deformations. Using this configuration and 
method can a complete forming operation be performed and structure analysis of the dies applied. 
 
It is possible to predict major strain by using scanned elastic dies in a SMF-simulation and correspond 
to major strains measured for a blank used in production. Therefore, conclusion are that the produced 
results are reasonable. 
 
The computational time can be reduced by approximately 75% using elastic stamping dies and keep 
acceptable results. 
 
This research prove that SMF-simulations with rigid- and elastic dies differ between the two simulation 
methods. 
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8 FUTURE WORK 

8.1 Elastic stamping dies – real geometry 
8.1.1 Press deformations 
To gain a better understanding of the real behaviour press deformations shoulder be included in the 
model. The current model assumes a perfect plane ram where all nodes in the top surface of the die have 
the same velocity. Also that all nodes at the bottom of the punch is fixed on a plane surface. Therefore, 
measurements for continuous press stroke is needed to be included in the future FE-model. 

8.1.2 Optimization of model 
The model can be optimized specially to reduce the calculation time and probably increase the accuracy 
in the results. Mesh settings can be optimized by choose larger elements in some areas to reduce number 
of nodal points. This will result in reduction of calculation time and reduce the possibility of corrupted 
mesh. The velocity curve for the die can be modifying with smoother transitions between the 
acceleration, constant velocity and deaccelerating phases. Also as a future work some investigation of 
finding an optimal balance between the velocity for the die and mass reduced for blank holder and 
cushion. 

8.1.3 Compensation algorithm 
When the simulations correspond to the results from the strain measurement it is verified that the model 
is correct. As a suggestion, next step is to create an algorithm to compensate for the deformations that 
occurs when using nominal forming surfaces. Different compensation algorithm have been done in 
previous works, where one method is to inverse transform the deformations and guess a new geometrical 
shape from the inversed surfaces [19]. Then again, a new simulation is started and the deformation are 
checked again. Where in this moment the deformed geometry should be closer to the nominal geometry. 
For gaining a close result with small deviation the process is repeated iteratively until the deformed 
geometry correspond to the nominal geometrical shape. This means that the deformations are 
compensated. 

8.1.4 User interface with easy setup  
To be able to use the method in real production an easy setup interface should be created and integrated 
with LS-Dyna. VCBC and its suppliers produce more than hundreds of dies each year so it is essential 
to find a process which is both fast and easy to use when configure a simulation model. Some features 
in the interface could e.g. be that the user choose a draw length of the die which automatically computes 
a velocity curve. The velocity curve will then have correct acceleration, deaccelerating and maximum 
allowed speed, before dynamic behaviours arise. This should automatically be calculated by the 
software. The compensation algorithm should also be implemented in an optimization function which 
iteratively change the geometry until the deformed die correspond to the nominal surfaces.  

8.1.5 Inclusion of spring-back 
Since the formed sheet metal blank contained inner tensions the blank will spring-back when releasing 
it from the stamping die. Since spring-back should be included in the model future work should be 
conducted on this and its influence. By simulation the spring-back a complete forming operation are 
covered using elastic dies for a Volvo XC90 inner door. 

8.1.6 Implementation in development of elastic stamping dies for manual 
rework 

Suggested when a complete model, compensation algorithm etc. are obtained a shift in the development 
process for new and upcoming stamping dies is suggested. To replace the majority of manual rework 
done today with virtual rework some changes in the development should be made. Flowchart presented 
in Figure 8.1 is a suggestion for which previous work have conducted, where the final shape of the 
stamping die could be determined [22]. 
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Figure 8.1: Proposition for future Stamping die development. Collected from [22]. 
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9 APPENDIX - 1 
Following material parameters is used for the blank. Used in both simulations with rigid and elastic 
stamping dies.  

PARAMETER VALUE DESCRIPTION 
RO 7800 Kg/m3 Mass density, 𝜌 
E 210 GPa Young’s Modulus, E 
PR 0.30 Poisson’s ratio, 𝜈 
A 4.50 Flow potential exponent 
SIG00 156.64 MPa  
SIG45 160.00 MPa  
SIG90 156.00 MPa  
R00 1.805   
R45 1.336  
R90 1.876  
SIGXX 187.00 MPa  
SIGYY 187.00 MPa  
SIGXY 0.00 MPa  
DXX 1.00  
DYY -0.982  
DXY 0.00  
AOPT 2 Material axes option 

 
Hardening curve for CR4-GI material used in all simulation models for the blank. Material data was 
provided by VCBC. 
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